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ABSTRACT 
Data mining mostly use for data analysis and identifying 

frequent dataset. Now a days cloud computing is used for data 

storage and many other data operations like data mining, data 

retrieval, data distribution etc. As data increasing very rapidly 

on server day by day, many complications are introduced. 

Most common problems are load balancing on server and time 

optimization. To overcome these limitations parallel frequent 

dataset mining is very effective method. Fidoop parallel 

frequent dataset mining algorithm which is based on 

mapreduce framework helps to improve load balancing and 

FiDoop-HD,   speed up the mining performance for high-

dimensional data analysis.  Fidoop is very efficient and 

scalable algorithm for large clusters of data.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Frequent itemset mining is a fascinating division of data 

mining that controls sequences of actions or events.  The 

original algorithm for mining frequent itemsets, which was 

developed in 1993 by Agrawal and is still frequently used. 

Basic concept of frequent itemset mining algorithm is first 

scan the database to find all frequent 1-itemsets, then 

proceeding to find all frequent 2-itemsets, then 3-itemsets etc. 

At each iteration, candidate itemsets of length n are generated 

by joining frequent itemsets of length n – 1; the frequency of 

each candidate itemset is evaluated before being added to the 
set of frequent itemsets.   

Data mining is a one of method used for discovering the 

pattern from the huge amount of data. There are many data 

mining algorithms are developed like classification clustering, 

and association rule. The most traditional and common 

algorithm is the association rule that is divided into two parts 

i) generating the frequent itemset ii) generating association 

rule from all itemsets. Frequent itemset mining (FIM) is the 

core problem in the association rule mining. Sequential FIM 

algorithm suffers from performance deterioration when it 

operated on huge amount of data on a single machine to 
address this problem parallel FIM algorithms were proposed.  

The FIUT algorithm consists of two phases. In the first phase 

scan a database in two rounds. The first scan generates 

frequent one itemsets by computing the support of all items, 

whereas the second scan results in k-itemsets by pruning all 

infrequent items in each transaction record. Note that, k 

denotes the number of frequent items in a transaction. In 

phase two, a k-FIU-tree is repeatedly constructed by 

decomposing each h-itemset into k-itemsets, where k + 1 = h 

= M (M is the maximal value of k), and unioning original k-

itemsets. Then, phase two starts mining all frequent k 

itemsetsbased on the leaves of k-FIU-tree without recursively 

traversing the tree. Compared with the FP-growth method, 

FIUT significantly reduces the computing time and storage 

space by averting overhead of recursively searching and 

traversing conditional FP trees. 

MapReduce is a program model and framework  for 

distributed computing based on java.  The major advantage of 

MapReduce is that it is easy to scale data processing over 

multiple computing nodes. The MapReduce algorithm 

consists of two important parts, namely Map and Reduce. 

Under the MapReduce model, the data processing primitives 

are called mappers and reducers. Decomposing a data 

processing application into mappers and reducers is 

sometimes nonsignificant. But, once we write an application 

in the MapReduce form, scaling the application to run over 

hundreds, thousands, or even tens of thousands of machines in 

a cluster is merely a configuration change. This simple 

scalability is what has attracted many programmers to use the 

MapReduce model. MapReduce has been widely adopted by 

companies like Google, Yahoo, Microsoft, and Facebook. 

Hadoop—one of the most popular MapReduce 

implementations—is running on clusters where Hadoop 

distributed file system (HDFS) stores data to provide high 

aggregate I/O bandwidth. At the heart of HDFS is a single 

NameNode—a master server that manages the file system 
namespace and regulates access to files. 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Fast Parallel Mining of Frequent Itemsets(H. D. K. 

Moonesinghe, Moon-Jung Chung, Pang-Ning Tan):  A 

parallel approach was applied to the Frequent Pattern Tree 

(FP-Tree) algorithm, which is a fast and popular tree 

projection based mining algorithm. This approach carry out 

the mining task parallel until all the frequent patterns are 

generated and build several local frequent pattern trees.  Fast 

parallel mining method achieved good workload balancing 

among processors at runtime researcher by developing a 

dynamic task scheduling strategy at different stages of the 

algorithm.  Experimental results of system showed parallel 

algorithm resulted in higher speedups in almost all the cases 

compared to the sequential algorithm. Also, parallel algorithm 

showed scalable performance for larger data sets. 

Y.-J. Tsay et al.[2], proposed a “FIUT: A new technique for 

mining frequent itemsets,”. This paper proposes a dynamic 

technique, the frequent itemset ultra metric trees (FIUT), for 

mining continuous itemsets in a database. FIUT exploits an 

unusual incessant things ultrametric tree (FIU-tree) structure 

to improve its ability in getting incessant itemsets. FIUT has 

four remarkable advantages. First one, it minimizes I/O 

overhead by inspecting the database just twice. Next one is, 

the FIU-tree is animproved method to segment a database 

which results from combination exchanges and fundamentally 

reduces theinquiry space. Other one, just continual things in 
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each exchange are embedded into the FIU-tree for completely 

packed storage. Last one, all successive itemsets are produced 

by examine the leaves of each FIU-tree, without overpassing 

the tree recursively, which altogether reduced processing time.  

E.-H. Han, G. Karypis, and V. Kumar[3],depicts  “Scalable 

parallel data mining for association rules,”. One of the 

important issues in information mining is finding association 

rules from databases of relations where every exchange 

includes of a set of items. The most time demolishing 

operation in this disclosure procedure is the calculation of the 

recurrence of the events of applicants in the database of 

exchanges. To prune the exponentially wide space of 

applicants, peak existing calculations, consider just those 

applicants that have a client characterized least backing. 

K.-M. Yu et al.[4],presented  “A load-balanced distributed 

parallel mining algorithm,” Due to the exponential 

advancement in general information, associations requireto 

deal with a never-endingly creating measure of cutting edge 

information. A strongest among the most fundamental 

challenges for data mining is quickly and adequately finding 

the relationship among data. The Apriori algorithm has been 

the most understood technique in finding persistent 

illustrations. In any case, while applying this methodology, a 

database must be checked various circumstances to figure the 

checks of endless itemsets. Parallel and scattered calculations 

is suitable for reviving the mining procedure. In this paper, the 

Distributed Parallel Apriori (DPA) estimation is proposed as a 

response for this issue. In this reference, metadata are secured 

as Transaction Identifiers (TIDs), with the end goal that only a 

singular range to the database is required. The approach in 

like manner takes the component of itemsetcounts into 

thought, thusly creating a balanced workload among 

processors and reducing processor unmoving time. Tests a PC 

bundle with 16 handling centersis moreover made to show the 

execution of this approach and complexity it and some other 

parallel mining calculations. The test outcomes show that the 

proposed approach beats the others, especially while the base 

sponsorships are low. 

“Balanced parallel FP-growth with MapReduce,”. General 

itemset mining (FIM) accept a key part in mining affiliations, 

associations and various other basic data mining 

errands.Lamentably, as the volume of dataset gets greater well 

ordered, the majority of the FIM figurings in composing get 

the opportunity to be incapable as a result of either 

unreasonably enormous resource essential or too much 

correspondence cost. In this reference, it propose a balanced 

parallel FPGrowth count BPFP, in light of the PFP estimation 

[1], which parallelizes FPGrowth in the MapReduce approach. 

BPFP incorporates into PFP stack equality highlight, which 

upgrades parallelization and thusly improves execution. 

Through correct examination, BPFP beat the PFP which uses 

some clear assembling system. 

FPgrowth is the most eminent estimation for finding 

Overview on FiDoop: Data Hierarchy Mining of Frequent 

Item Sets utilizing MapReduce ceaseless cases. As the 

database estimate advancements on the other hand the base 

support lessens, regardless, both of the memory essential and 

execution time increase massively. Various researchers 

endeavored to deal with this issue by utilizing passed on 

enrolling strategies to upgrade the flexibility and execution 

capability. In this paper, we propose a methodology for 

finding consistent cases from broad database in disseminated 

registering circumstances. To develop the whole FP Tree, we 

use the hover as the assistant memory. Since the plate get to is 

much slower than crucial memory, a capable data structure for 

securing and recuperating FPTree from circle is in addition 

proposed. Through observational evaluations on various 

generation conditions, the proposed technique passes on 

radiant execution to the extent flexibility and execution time.  

S. Hong, Z. Huaxuan, C. Shiping, and H. Chunyan,[7] 

proposed "The investigation of enhanced FP-development 

calculation in MapReduce," . As FP-Growth count creates a 

great deal of unexpected case bases and prohibitive case trees, 

provoking low profitability, propose an improved FP-Growth 

(IFP) computation which right off the bat solidifies similar 

illustrations considering the situation whether the sponsorship 

of the trade is more noticeable than the base help (min_sup) to 

mine the consistent illustrations. In like manner the IFP 

dispenses with the space and upgrades the viability. It in like 

manner makes it is easy to be paralleled. Propel more, merge 

the IFP estimation with the MapReduce enrolling model, 

named MR-IFP(MapReduce-Improved FP), to upgrade the 

capacity to deal with the mass data. 

Title Method Description 

Reference [1], “Tree  

partition based 

parallel frequent 

pattern mining on 

shared memory  

systems” 

Parallel mining 

on dataset, 

efficient 

It lacks in load 

balancing, need 

large database 

for storage, 

cannot be used  

on large 

database 

Reference[2],”FIUT: 

A new method for 

mining frequent  

itemsets” 

A new method 

for 

mining frequent  

itemsets” 

Lacks in 

automatic 

arallelization 

And load 

balancing 

Reference[3],  

“Scalable parallel data 

mining for association  

rules” 

Distribution of 

data over data 

nodes, parallel  

mining 

Not efficient, 

require more  

time for mining 

Reference[4],”A load 

balanced 

Distributed parallel 

mining 

algorithm” 

Parallel mining 

on database,  

work load 

balance 

Lacks in 

automatic  

parallelization 

And is  

expensive data 

minin 

Reference[5], 

Balanced parallel FP- 

growth with 

MapReduce” 

Parallel FP 

growth, use 

MapReduce 

programming 

model for large  

database 

Lacks in load 

balancing and is 

expensive  

illuminate the 

adaptability and 

burden adjusting  

mining 

 
To start with technique is the Dist-Eclat. This technique 

appropriates the look space equitably as conceivable among 

mapper. This strategy mines vast dataset however not 

monstrous datasets. This calculation works in three stages:  

Author utilize vertical database instead of exchange 

database.in the initial step the vertical database is separated 

into measure up to estimated pieces called shards and 

appropriated to accessible mappers. Every mapper extricates 

the regular singletons from each piece and provides for the 

reducer. The reducer gathers all the visit tried. In the second 

step the arrangement of incessant itemsets of size K ae created 

(Pk). Visit singleton itemsets are conveyed to the mappers. 

Every mapper runs  

Éclat [7] to discover visit K-sized superset of things. The 

reducer gathers all the continuous K-sized supersets of things 
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furthermore, disseminates it to the following bunch of 

mappers. Round Robin is utilized for the dissemination of the 

successive itemset. The third step is the mining the prefix tree. 

The common data between the mappers are free, so mapper 

finish each progression freely.  

Bad mark:  

This technique restores countless so this technique is restricted 

on Hadoop 

Second method is the BigFIM over the problem of DistEclat. 

Each mapper takes the database and gives itemsets forwhich, 

we need to know the help .the reducer takes all itemsets and 

returns just the worldwide regular itemsets. These itemsets are 

considered as applicants and  

dispersed to the mappers for breath-first inquiry. This prepare 

proceeds with K-times to create K-FI's.next step is registering 

the conceivable augmentation. The mapper gives nearby Tid-

rundown to the reducer the reducer consolidates the 

neighborhoodTid-records, to one Tid-list, and doles out prefix 

to mappers. The mapper in the last stride takes a shot at 

singular prefix gathering. A prefix amass fits in the memory 

as a contingent database. The diffsets are utilized to mine the 

regular itemsets in the restrictive database. Enhilvathani et al 

[4] have utilized the Apriori calculation for visit thing set era 

on mapreduce programing demonstrates. For usage of 

calculation is given in five steps In the initial step the 

exchange dataset is divided that is Divided into n subsets done 

that are of guide phase.in the second step the information 

subsets are arranged as <key1,  

value1>pair, key is Tid(Transaction id). The mapreduce 

undertaking is executed in third stage. The record of info thing 

subsets are checked by the Map capacity and competitor thing 

sets input are produced by the guide work In the fourth step 

the yield of the guide work joined by combiner work in the 

neighborhood and it yields <itemset, bolster count>, the 

middle of the road combine created by combiner work is 

isolated by segment work into "r" distinctive segments. At last 

diminish work executes the lessen undertaking, the key thing 

set are sorted. In the bolstered tally of similar competitors is 

added by diminish capacity to get the real help check of the 

competitor in the exchange database. Look at with the base 

help tally to gets the incessant thing set Lp.  

Negative mark  
Apriori calculation needs to check the whole database over 

and again. 

3. CONCLUSION 
Mapreduce programming model is connected for existing 

parallel digging calculation for mining regular itemsets from 

database and explains the heap adjusting and adaptability. 

This paper gives the outline of calculations intended for 

parallel mining of regular itemsets .The Apriori and FP tree 

calculation were utilized for mining regular itemsets. Primary 

downside of Apriori calculation is that the database must be 

filtered many number of times and gigantic applicant keys 

should be traded between the processor. I/O and 

synchronization are the other issues in the Apriori calculation. 

The detriment of FP-development, in any case, exists in the 

impracticableness to build in-memory FP trees to oblige vast 

scale databases. This downside turns into a considerable 

measure of articulated once it comes to tremendous and two-

dimensional databases. To beat these issues, FiDoop, a 

parallel visit itemset mining calculation is produced. 

FiDoopconsolidates the ultrametric tree (FIU) as opposed to 

Apriorior, then again FP-development calculation. The FIU 

tree accomplishes packed capacity. FiDoop runs three 

MapReduce occupations. The third MapReduce work is 

imperative. in third occupation the mapper autonomously 

breaks down itemsets and reducer manufactured the 

ultrametric trees. 
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